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When faced with developments which give an

NFU.

Thus,

why

did

North

Korea

support

impression of a sudden change, observers tend to focus

“denuclearization” in the Panmunjom Declaration, and

on finding immediate factors. However, a long-term

what is the intent behind its dismantling of the nuclear

survival strategy should depend on rational tendencies

test site?

and agendas. From this perspective, this paper examines

There is an argument that China’s behavior in the early

the North’s agenda by citing some relevant texts from

years of its nuclear tests could help in understanding

the Panmunjom Declaration. The following texts cited

North Korea’s case.

from the Declaration in this paper are from a Korean

concerning a NFU policy. Like China, which insisted on

Central News Agency (KCNA) report on April 28,

adopting a NFU policy on October 16, 1964, when

2018.

announcing its first nuclear test,

2

This view is convincing

3

North Korea

exhibited a NFU policy in publicizing a plan for
Is Denuclearization Consistent with No-first-use?

conducting their first nuclear test in October 2006.

“The north and the south confirmed the joint target on

North Korea’s announcement also included their

turning the Korean peninsula into a nuclear-free zone

support for “worldwide nuclear disarmament.” 4 This

through the complete denuclearization.”

was similar to China’s support for the total ban of

Paragraph 3-4.

nuclear weaponry in the 1960s.5 According to the 1964
declaration, China was forced to acquire nuclear

Roughly a week before this declaration, a resolution
on nuclear weaponry was issued at the third plenary

weapons because of the US’s refusal to completely
prohibit nuclear weapons.

meeting of the Seventh Central Committee (CC) of the

As the critical condition for not beginning nuclear tests,

Worker’s Party of Korea (WPK), hosted by Kim

China demanded an unrealistic denuclearization agenda

Jong-Un. The resolution clarified the will to dismantle

to be achieved. Until the time when it stopped such tests,

the northern nuclear test ground and stated that North

China established its status as a nuclear weapon state in

Korea would not use its nuclear weapons “unless there

international relations. North Korea could consider this

are nuclear threats and nuclear provocations against the

case. In contrast to the English translation of the

DPRK.”

This is a no-first-use (NFU) policy which

Panmunjom Declaration by South Korea’s Unification

potential

Ministry, which stated the two Koreas shared the goal of

assumes

1

confrontation

between

nuclear

weapon states.

“a nuclear-free Korean Peninsula,” the above-cited North

If North Korea becomes a non-nuclear-armed state, it

Korean translation said that they agreed in “turning the

should demand negative security assurance (NSA), in

Korean peninsula into a nuclear-free zone.”6 A nuclear

which a nuclear state promises not to attack a

free zone could exclude even US extended nuclear

non-nuclear state with nuclear weapons, instead of a

deterrence for South Korea.
1
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Even though the Korean text of the Panmunjom
Declaration did not directly include the term Bihaekjitae

profoundly share the North’s security objectives. This is
because of the two following reasons.

(nuclear-free zone), the North Korean English translation

First, in the case of the second summit meeting, the

suggests a harder condition of the North’s nuclear

advocacy for talks excluding China was indeed followed

disarmament than South Koreans assume. In a

by China’s expression of a much clearer shared

memorandum on April 21, 2010, North Korea’s Foreign

perception of threat with North Korea against the

Ministry interpreted the Joint Statement of the Fourth

US-ROK alliance. Several months after the summit

Six-Party Talk (September 19, 2005) as the agreement for

meeting, on May 27, 2008, the Foreign Ministry of China

turning the Korean Peninsula into a “nuclear-free zone,”

defined the US-ROK alliance as “something left over

which eliminated nuclear threats even “from outside in a

from the history,” and claimed that the “Northeast Asia

verifiable manner,” despite the fact that the joint

Security Mechanism,” as an agenda of the six party talks,

statement did not mention such specific terms. 7 To

should sustain the region instead. Given that such a

justify the North’s 3rd nuclear test of 2013, the KCNA

mechanism in the joint statement is closely related to a

stated that the US had rejected North Korea’s-proposed

peace regime, China probably considered this agenda

peace zone of an Asia free from nuclear

bombs8

discussed in the second inter-Korean summit meeting. It
was the first time since the 1970’s US-China

Urging China to Establish
a Closer Alignment with the North

rapprochement that China openly questioned the

“The north and the south agreed to declare the end of

Second, also in the last two years, China and North

war this year, the 65th anniversary of the Armistice

Korea were continuously sharing threat perceptions. 10

Agreement, replace the AA with a peace accord and

Even though the Chinese and North Korean media

actively promote the holding of north-south-U.S. tripartite

openly disputed each other in 2017, security alignment

or north-south-China-U.S. four-party talks for the building

depends on common security objectives. China’s

of durable and lasting peace mechanism.”

repeated proposal for the “dual-track approach,” which

Paragraph 3-3.

objected to promoting the denuclearizing of the peninsula

alliance’s raison d'être.9

and replacing the armistice with a peace treaty, reflected
The above paragraph, which was almost the same in

the nation’s negativity to the US presence in Korea. In

the declaration at the second North-South summit

2016, China’s Vice Foreign Minister Liu advocated a

meeting of 2007, reflected alliance politics in Korea by

“dual-track approach,” following the notion that “the

mentioning trilateral meetings for a peace treaty. North

relevant bilateral military alliances are a product of a

Korea started advocating a peace accord which excluded

bygone era.” In this address, Liu virtually exhibited the

China

continuing

same position with the 2008 stance mentioned above by

rapprochement with the US without seriously pressing

citing THAAD deployment to South Korea as an

them to withdraw forces from South Korea. For North

example of counterproductive results from alliances.11

in

1974,

when

China

was

Korea, whether China should be a party to a peace

On the other hand, the North’s threatening to Guam in

accord was a matter of the shared threat of the US

August, followed by Kim Jong-Un’s statement that he

presence in Korea to the two socialist nations. By

“would watch a little more” for the US response,12 was

advocating again for trilateral talks excluding China,

similar to North Korea’s past military-diplomatic

North Korea intended to make the socialist ally more

campaigns seeking to weaken the US-ROK alliance.13
2
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This action of North Korea was several days after China

“the issue of handling the situation of the Korean

pressed the US to keep the promise “not to push its

peninsula,” 18 instead of a peace regime. After the

troops through the thirty-eighth parallel north.”14 The

China-North Korea summit, while Foreign Minister

US keeping this promise would prevent it and South

Wang Yi expressed China’s will to promote “the peaceful

Korea from conducting combined operations against

mechanism on the Korean Peninsula,” his North Korean

North Korea. Most likely, as a result, what the then-US

counterpart did not mention that point in the press

Secretary of State promised before the resolution was not

release. 19 This is consistent with the Panmunjom

to seek “an excuse” to send the US military north of the

Declaration’s statement of possible talks excluding China

parallel.

15

When North Korea threatened Guam, China

about a peace regime. After the Panmunjom Declaration,

was also pressing the US to accept a difficult demand on

the Chinese Foreign Minister again held talks with their

security.

North Korean counterpart. Subsequently, only China

Furthermore, two months before Kim Jong-Un called

publicized that North Korea was willing to closely

for North-South talks in the 2018 new-year address,

communicate with them on “establishing peaceful

China imposed the so-called “three no policies,” i.e.,

mechanisms on the Korean Peninsula.20

three red-lines on the South: (1) The ROK will not join
the US missile defense system (2) develop the trilateral

Unending Regime Competition

cooperation into a military alliance or (3) make

“The north and the south will achieve comprehensive and

additional deployment of the THAAD system.16 South

epochal

Korea’s

three

north-south ties and thus relink the severed blood vessel

“existing” positions a day before the China-South Korea

of the nation and bring earlier the future of common

joint statement, which stated that China expressed

prosperity and independent reunification.”

concerns about the same three points and South Korea

Paragraph 1.

Foreign

Minister

expressed

these

improvement

and

development

in

the

explained the “existing positions” in responding to
them.17 Because China drew the three red lines in the

North Korea has not followed the fate of the German

joint statement, which virtually lifted economic sanction

Democratic Republic, which was absorbed by its liberal

on South Korea, the South had to expect China would

democratic competitor as the result of promoting

impose sanction again if it disregarded the “existing

reunification. A part of the reason will be North Korea’s

positions.” In other words, China operationalized its

rationale in designing ideology, where responding to

economic power as a deterrence against South Korea.

people’s desire for reunification would never lead to the

Having the first summit meeting with President Xi

socialist regime’s collapse. “Independent reunification”

Jinping of China, after agreeing to meet with President

in the North’s ideology is the “Federal Formula” for

Moon could be part of Kim Jong-Un’s tactics for taking

“tolerating the differing ideologies and systems” in the

advantage in reinforcing the alignment with China.

North and the South,21 defining peaceful reunification

Despite that North Korea would know China’s more

as a lasting division of a ruling regime within the

profound agreement with its long-standing peace regime

nation.

concept, North Korea was reluctant to publically raise the

For North Korea to survive, any North-South

issue of a peace regime during or after the first Xi-Kim

agreement for reunification must not define socialism as

meeting. What Kim Jong-Un mentioned in his speech

a provisional regime to be eventually absorbed by

during his visit to China was the two leaders discussing

liberal democracy. Both of the previous two joint
3
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declarations by the inter-Korean summit meetings

the Pyeongchang Olympics, only the North Korean

included the elements of “independent reunification”

version included “the principle of By Our Nation Itself”

which legitimizes the regime division from the

for managing issues between them.24 North Korea has

perspective of North Korea. The first, in 2000, stated

referred to the principle as a guideline for “independent

that the two Koreas agreed to settle the issue of their

reunification,” and South Korea probably rejected the

reunification, following the principle of “By Our Nation

term at the talks.

Itself,” and recognized that “a proposal for federation of

About a decade before the Panmunjom Declaration,

lower stage advanced by the north side and a proposal

North Korea confronted South Korea’s hope in

for confederation put forth by the south side for the

replicating the fall of European socialism in the Korean

reunification of the country have elements in common.”

peninsula. The South Korean President Lee Myung-Bak,

The second declaration of 2007 expressed the hope for

who took office after the second summit meeting,

“the new era of independent reunification” if the two

issued his administration’s principle of reunification to

states cooperated on the spirit of “By our nation itself.”

approach North Korea’s human rights issues from the

These clauses allowed North Korea to avoid defining

viewpoint of universal human values.25 He stated that

German reunification as the example to be followed by

the South-North issues could not be resolved through

Koreans.

“exclusive nationalism.”

26

North Korea strongly

Despite President Moon being notable for promoting

criticized the President’s statement as a violation of the

the second summit meeting, he was not necessarily

“By Our Nation Itself” principle, and accused the

clear about accepting the notion of “independent

administration of an anti-North “human rights racket.”27

reunification” which disregarded the German example

Human rights are best realized under liberal

after his
President

inauguration.22
Moon

On July 6, 2017, in Berlin,

addressed

“the

experience

democracy, and the concept of human rights accepted

of

by the European socialist nations in the Helsinki Final

Germany’s unification gives hope for unification and, at

Act eventually absorbed liberal democratic principles

the same time, shows us the path that we should

into them, resulting in their collapse.28 The Helsinki

follow.” In contrast, in the same place, Berlin, on March

process has been referred to by both North and South

9, 2000, President Kim Dae-Jung of South Korea stated

Korea.

that the German case was not applicable to Korea,

The United Nations General Assembly resolution for

convincing North Korea to accept the first summit

promoting North Korean human rights in 2006, for

meeting. North Korea did not overlook President Moon

which South Korea first voted in favor, was labeled by

and President Kim’s different views. The Rodong

North Korea as “human rights diplomacy,” like “the

Sinmun of North Korea accused Moon’s Berlin address

Helsinki Process” which the US promoted against the

of the intention of seeking “unification of systems under

Soviet Union and other socialist systems.29 The joint

liberal democracy.”23

statement in the next year’s Inter-Korean summit

The reconfirmation of “independent unification” in

meeting strongly suggested that North Korea raised this

the Panmunjom Declaration is a result of North Korea’s

issue. The joint statement in the next year’s

effort for letting South Korea maintaining its stance on

Inter-Korean summit meeting strongly suggested that

North Korea’s legitimacy. Even in the joint press release

North Korea raised this issue privately with the South.

of the inter-Korean high-level talks on January 9, 2018,

The second paragraph of the joint statement expressed

where the two states agreed the North’s participation in

the “independent reunification” principle, and declared
4
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that the two sought to turn their relations into mutual

rights in the north” which indicated that the behaviors

respect “irrespective of differing ideologies and

of the authorities under the Moon administration “are

systems,” agreeing “not to interfere in the internal

little short of the traitorous crimes of the Lee

affairs of the other side.” South Korea’s vote in favor of

Myung-Bak and Park Geun-Hye groups.”35

the UN resolution on North Korean human rights would

If President Moon intends to enact into law the

constitute “interference with internal affairs,” according

inter-Korean

agreements,

to the then-Unification Minister of South Korea. When

administration

has

the Minister, raising this point, opposed his government

conservative principle for unifying the two Koreas

voting for the UN resolution, North Korea also sent the

under a liberal democratic system. Neither “By Our

South Korean government an unofficial message stating

Nation itself” nor “tolerating the differing ideologies

that the South must not support the resolution “after the

and systems” appeared in the Panmunjom Declaration,

historical inter-Korean summit meeting.”30 Eventually,

in

with the only exception of the abstention in 2007, South

decorations.

Korea continued supporting the UN human rights
resolution.

contrast

to

the

to

36

his

seriously

previous

progressive
consider

inter-Korean

the

joint

The lack of terms like “By Our Nation itself” would
not mean that the flexible leader Kim Jong-Un

The Trust Building Process (TBP) initiative promoted

disregarded such concepts. Roughly about a week

by the Park Geun-Hye government, which succeeded

before he called for inter-Korean talks in the 2018 New

the Lee administration, was also an attempt to replicate

Year address, Kim Jong-Un strongly suggested his

the US “Helsinki Process” that destroyed socialist

awareness of the potentially serious threat of liberal

systems, according to North Korea’s accusation. 31

democracy penetrating his regime. At the meeting of

Indeed, as expected from the name of the “process,”

“party cells” (the smallest and lowest-ranking units of

South Korea’s official explanation of the TBP

the party, placed within organizations including the

mentioned the “Helsinki Process”

directly.32

military) on December 23, 2017, the North Korean

The unclear position of the Moon administration

leader warned against the attempts by “the US

before the Panmunjom Declaration on accepting

imperialists” and its followers to cause “anti-socialist

“independent reunification” could mean that the

phenomenon,” and stressed the importance of political

government, which strongly criticized its impeached

education for making all of the party members

predecessor (President Park), was not immune to past

“Kimilsungists/Kimjongilists.”

tendencies in South Korea. President Moon stated that

followed by the New Year address, where he called for

his government “will join the international community

resolving all issues regarding inter-Korean relations “on

in raising a clear voice against the poor human rights

the principle of By Our Nation Itself,” calling for

situation of the North Korean people.”33 Indeed, South

“opening up a new history of national reunification.”37

Korea joined the 2017 UN human rights resolution as a

If the regime‘s awareness of the threat of liberal

co-sponsor with Japan and European nations. Before the

democracy was real, the principle of “By Our Nation

resolution, the Unification Ministry submitted a report

Itself” for preventing such a threat must be an important

to South Korea’s National Assembly for implementing

demand for North Korea in the inter-Korean talks.

This

speech

was

“the Basic Plan for Improving the Human Rights

According to Rodong Shinmun, Kim Jong-Un’s

Situation in North Korea.”34 North Korea condemned

achievement in the Panmunjom Declaration should be

the report as the “master plan for promoting human

highly praised for “opening up a new history of
5
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independent reunification.” 38 The Committee for the

accepted the legitimacy of an alternative system. The

Peaceful Reunification of the Fatherland, a propaganda

phenomenon would be similar to the Romanian

body for reunification issues, also issued a report which

revolution, where the military joined the people’s

stated that the two Koreas issued the Panmunjom

uprising for liberal democracy. Last, I would like to cite

Declaration for writing “a new page of independent

the following text of the Panmunjom Declaration which

reunification” after the inter-Korean high-level talks

indicates how North Korea’s military power interplays

agreed on the principle of “By Our Nation Itself.”

with regime competition.

39

Military Power Intertwined
with Regime Competition

“The north and the south agreed to totally stop all hostile

The two-year acceleration in developing nuclear weapon

ground, sea and air, the root cause of military tension and

was not result of increased tension with any outside

conflicts. For the present, they agreed to stop all the

power intending to invade North Korea. Even though

hostile acts including the loud-speaker broadcasting and

North Korea cited the examples of Iraq or Libya in

scattering of leaflets in the areas along the Military

justifying nuclear weaponry,40 it has enough military

Demarcation Line from May 1, dismantle their means and

deterrence power without nuclear arms, unlike Iraq or

make the DMZ substantial peace zone in the future.”

Libya. North Korea has sustained the capabilities to turn

acts against the other side in all spaces including the

Paragraph 2-1.

Seoul into a “sea of fire” since it began its first nuclear
diplomacy in 1993. Kim Jong-Un would understand
unchanging condition which prevents the US from
conducting attacks against North Korea. There is no

This paragraph is similar to the joint press release on
August 24, 2015, several months before North Korea
began accelerating nuclear development by conducting

rationale for North Korea to consider that it would be

an “H-bomb test.” The joint press release sated that

invaded by the US regardless of its nuclear capacity, and

North Korea “will lift the semi-war state at that time,” i.e.,

this means that outside threat cannot justify its nuclear

when

development.

propaganda broadcasts” along the Military Demarcation

Instead, North Korea showed off its developing
nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, which could
increase the US incentive for conducting preventive
strikes, because it was confident in deterrence capability
without nuclear power. Nuclear development should
reflect internal concerns for the regime instead of
external threats from enemy forces. Nuclear weaponry
can reinforce the existing regime’s legitimacy vis-à-vis
alternative internal powers by realizing how the nation
should appear according to people’s shared belief. 41
Improving such a capability is consistent with Kim
Jong-Un’s warning against “anti-socialist phenomenon.”
Even if there were no invasion, the regime could be
destroyed by the general public and armed forces who

South

Korea

terminated

“all

loudspeaker

Line (MDL). Conversely, the agreement indicated that
the North would take military action against the South if
it resumed loudspeaker broadcasts. The Panmunjom
Declaration after the two-year-long nuclear confrontation
defined ending loudspeaker operations as a necessary
condition for preventing military conflicts, again
indicating that North Korea would react militarily to
South Korea’s propaganda.
However, in the case of the 2015 “joint” press release,
only North Korea’s version included “at that time” which
created the causal relationship between the North’s
military

retaliation

and

the

South’s

loudspeaker

broadcasting. This difference in the press releases was
also the result of South Korea’s refusal of the North’s
6
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demand to include the statement. Concerning this point,
in the Panmunjom Declaration, North Korea could more
clearly legitimize its military retaliation against the
attempt to penetrate socialism with liberal democracy.
The 2018 joint declaration explicitly mentioned only “the
loud-speaker broadcasting and scattering of leaflets” as
examples of actions which cause military conflicts, even
though the paragraph did not necessarily exclude other
actions as the causes of inter-Korean tensions. Only the
South would consider them as effective offensive
measures.
In the Panmunjom Declaration for ending intensified
military confrontation with the outside, Kim Jong-Un
again returned to the agenda of the military confrontation
between the two Koreas. In seeking this agenda, Kim
Jong-Un also improved the military alliance with China,
which also regards liberal democracy as a threat to its
existing government. The loser of the Cold War is still
engaging in regime competition for its survival.
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